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1RU | 19" rack mount pivot FOBOT splice / patch shelf |
Capacity 48 - single mode SC/APC pigtails & simplex
SC/APC adapters
Elevate your fiber optic cable management with the 1RU 19" Rack Mount Pivot Splice/Patch Shelf, designed for optimal splicing
and patching functionality. This cutting-edge solution accommodates up to 48 single-mode SC/APC pigtails and simplex SC/APC
adapters, providing a versatile and scalable approach to fiber optic connectivity. The metallic 19" rack structure ensures
compatibility with standard rack sizes, offering a durable and secure housing for your fiber optic components.

 

The FOCUS-New Pivoting Tray Drawer boasts a user-friendly design, featuring a removable front cover for easy access and
maintenance. Its pivoting trays can be strategically mounted inside, with the option for right or left opening based on your
specific requirements. Optotec understands the diverse needs of customers, and as a result, the FOCUS NPTD trays can be
preloaded with splice array modules, adapters (such as SC and LC), and other commonly used components in the market. This
preloaded flexibility streamlines the installation process, saving you time and effort.

 

Whether you require a patch & splice mixed mode or patch-only configuration, the FOCUS NPTD trays offer adaptable solutions
to suit your network demands. Integrate Splitters, Wavelength Division Multiplexers (WDM), and various passive devices
seamlessly into the internal layout of the trays. Choose innovation, efficiency, and reliability with the 1RU 19" Rack Mount Pivot
Splice/Patch Shelf, ensuring your fiber optic network operates at peak performance with ease of maintenance.

FEATURES
Elevate fiber optic cable management with 1RU 19" Rack Mount Pivot Splice/Patch Shelf
Accommodates up to 48 single-mode SC/APC pigtails and simplex SC/APC adapters
Versatile and scalable approach to fiber optic connectivity
Metallic 19" rack structure for compatibility with standard rack sizes
User-friendly design with removable front cover for easy access and maintenance
Pivoting trays with right or left opening based on specific requirements
Preloaded FOCUS NPTD trays with splice array modules, SC/LC adapters, and more
Streamlined installation process for time and effort savings
Adaptable configurations for patch&splice mixed mode or patch-only setups
Seamless integration of Splitters, WDM, and other passive devices into tray layout
Choose innovation, efficiency, and reliability for peak fiber optic network performance.

WARRANTY
3-years limited warranty
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